SECTION C
CURRENT WIFE OR COHABITING PARTNER

VARIABLES BROUGHT FORWARD TO THIS SECTION:

- SYSDATE: DATE OF INTERVIEW IN MM/DD/YYYY
- MARSTAT: MARITAL STATUS (FROM A)
- FMARIT: COMBINATION OF MARSTAT AND FMARSTAT (FROM A)
- WOMREL: RELATIONSHIP OF WOMAN R LIVES WITH (IE. WIFE OR COHAB) (FROM A)
- CBIRTH: CENTURY MONTH OF R’S BIRTHDAY (FROM A)
- NUMWIFE: Number of marriages (from A)
- CURWIFE: NAME OF CURRENT WIFE (FROM B)
- CURCOHAB: NAME OF CURRENT COHABITING PARTNER (FROM B)
- CMINTVW: CENTURY MONTH OF INTERVIEW (FROM A)
- CMINTYR: CENTURY MONTH OF INTERVIEW - 1 YEAR (FROM A)
- CMINTYR_FILL: CENTURY MONTH OF INTERVIEW - 1 YR (FROM A)
- CMFIVYR: CENTURY MONTH OF INTERVIEW - 5 YEARS (FROM A)
- RANDVAR1: RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE FOR METHOD USE AT LAST SEX (FROM A)
- RSTRSTAT: STERILITY STATUS OF R AT TIME OF INTERVIEW
- BIOKIDS: RUNNING COUNT OF ALL BIOLOGICAL KIDS (FROM B)
- ADOPKIDS: RUNNING COUNT OF ALL ADOPTED CHILDREN (FROM B)
- CMCHDOB[X]: CENTURY MONTH OF BIRTH OF EACH BIO CHILD (FROM B)
- BKNAM[X]: NAME OF EACH BIO CHILD (FROM B)
- BKIDSEX[X]: SEX OF EACH BIO CHILD (FROM B)
- BKIDAGE[X]: AGE OF EACH BIO CHILD (FROM B)
- BKIDAGEGEP[X]: AGE GROUP OF EACH BIO CHILD (FROM B)
- BKIDDH[X]: WHETHER EACH BIO CHILD LIVES IN HH OR ELSEWHERE (FROM B)
- BKIDMAR[X]: WHETHER EACH BIO CHILD BORN IN WEDLOCK OR NOT (FROM B)
- AKNAM[X]: NAME OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (FROM B)
- AKIDSEX[X]: SEX OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (FROM B)
- AKIDAGE[X]: AGE OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (FROM B)
- AKIDAGEGEP[X]: AGE GROUP OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (FROM B)
- AKIDDH[X]: WHETHER EACH ADOPTED CHILD LIVES IN HH OR NOT (FROM B)
- CURRPREG: WHETHER CURRENT WIFE/COHAB/PARTNER IS PREGNANT
- PREGSNOW: NUMBER OF WOMEN PREGNANT WITH R’S CHILD NOW

VARIABLES CREATED IN THIS SECTION:

- CWNAME: NAME OF CURRENT WIFE/COHABITING PARTNER (FC C-1)
- CMCURMAR: CENTURY MONTH CURRENT MARRIAGE BEGAN (FC C-2)
- CMCURCOH: CENTURY MONTH CURRENT COHAB BEGAN (FC C-3)
- AGEMARC: R’S AGE WHEN CURRENT MARRIAGE BEGAN (FC C-4)
- AGECOHC: R’S AGE WHEN BEGAN LIVING WITH CURRENT COHABITING PARTNER (FC C-4)
- CMUNIONC: CENTURY MONTH CURRENT UNION BEGAN (FC C-4)
- AGEUNIONC: R’S AGE WHEN CURRENT UNION BEGAN (FC C-4)
- CMFSXCWP: CENTURY MONTH OF FIRST SEX WITH WIFE/COHABITING PARTNER (FC C-9)
- AGEFSXCWP: AGE AT FIRST SEX WITH WIFE/COHABITING PARTNER (FC C-9)
- PSURGSTR: WHETHER WIFE/COHAB WAS SURGICALLY STERILIZED (FC C-12)
- PSTRSTAT: STERILITY STATUS OF CURRENT WIFE/COHAB PARTNER (FC C-13)
- CMLSXCWP: CENTURY MONTH OF LAST SEX WITH CURR WIFE/COHAB (FC C-14)
Key Dates in Current Marriage or Cohabitation (CA)

CAINTRO
CA-0.  IF MARSTAT = 2, SAY:
Now I have some questions about your relationship with your partner, that is, the woman you are currently living with.

ELSE IF MARSTAT = 1 AND NUMWIFE = 1, SAY:
Now I have some questions about your relationship with your wife.

ELSE IF MARSTAT = 1 AND NUMWIFE > 1, SAY:
Now I have some questions about your relationship with your current wife.

ENTER [1] to continue

FLOW CHECK C-0:  CREATE CWPNAME
SET = NULL/BLANK

IF MARSTAT =1 AND CURWIFE NE NULL/BLANK OR “your wife”, SET CWPNAME=CURWIFE AND GO TO FLOW CHECK C-1.
IF MARSTAT =2 AND CURCOHAB NE NULL/BLANK OR “your partner”, SET CWPNAME=CURCOHAB AND GO TO FLOW CHECK C-1.
ELSE, ASK CA_NAME CA-1.
CA-1. Please tell me her name or initials so that I can refer to her during the interview.

ENTER name or initials. __________

FLOW CHECK C-1: IF CWPNAME NE NULL/BLANK AND CA_NAME NE DK/RF, SET CWPNAME=CA_NAME;
    IF CA_NAME=DK/RF AND:
        IF MARSTAT=1, SET CWPNAME="your wife";
        ELSE IF MARSTAT=2, SET CWPNAME="your partner".

    IF MARSTAT=1, ASK MARRDATE_M CA-2; ELSE GO TO STRTWFCP CA-5.

MARRDATE_M
CA-2. In what month and year were you and (CWPNAME) married?

ENTER month.
PROBE for season if DK month.

[HELP AVAILABLE]

MARRDATE_Y
CA-2. (In what month and year were you and (CWPNAME) married?)

ENTER year in 4 digits __________
UNDERLYING RANGE = 1962 TO 2002

FLOW CHECK C-2: CREATE CMCURMAR (CENTURY MONTH OF CURRENT MARRIAGE)
    SET = NULL
    IF MARRDATE_Y =RF, CMCURMAR = 9998;
    ELSE IF MARRDATE_Y =DK, CMCURMAR= 9999;
    ELSE IF MARRDATE_M LE 12, CMCURMAR = (MARRDATE_Y - 1900)*12 + MARRDATE_M
    ELSE IF 13 =< MARRDATE_M =< 16, CMCURMAR= (MARRDATE_Y -1900)*12 + [1(WINTER) OR 4(SPRING) OR 7(SUMMER) OR 10(FALL)]
    ELSE IF MARRDATE_M =DK/RF, CMCURMAR= (MARRDATE_Y - 1900)*12 + 6

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-2_1: IF CMCURMAR < CMBIRTH, DISPLAY: The date of marriage cannot be before his date of birth.

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-2_2: IF CMCURMAR > CMINTVW, DISPLAY: The date of marriage cannot be after the date of interview.

EDIT CHECK FC C-2_3: IF CMCURMAR < CMBIRTH+192, DISPLAY: The respondent got married before he turned 16 years old. Is this right?

ELSE GO TO LIVTOGWF CA-4.

HISAGEM
CA-3. How old were you when you and (CWPNAME) got married?

ENTER age in years __________
UNDERLYING RANGE = 10 TO 45

{ ASKED IF R MARRIED TO THIS WOMAN

LIVTOGWF

CA-4. Some couples live together without being married. By living together, we mean having a sexual relationship while sharing the same usual address. Did you and your wife live together before you got married?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ..........1
No ........5 (Flow Check C-4)

{ ASKED IF R [IS MARRIED TO AND DID COHABIT WITH] OR [IS COHABITING WITH]
{ THIS WOMAN

STRTWFCP_M

CA-5. In what month and year did you and (CWPNAME) first start living together?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER month.
PROBE for season if DK month.

4. April  8. August
12. December 16. Fall

{ ASKED IF R [IS MARRIED TO AND DID COHABIT WITH] OR [IS COHABITING WITH]
{ THIS WOMAN

STRTWFCP_Y

CA-5. (In what month and year did you and (CWPNAME) first start living together?)

ENTER year in 4 digits __________
UNDERLYING RANGE = 1962 TO 2002

FLOW CHECK C-3: CREATE CMCURCOH (CENTURY MONTH BEGAN LIVING WITH CURRENT WIFE OR COHABITING PARTNER)

SET = NULL
IF STRTWFCP_Y =RF, CMCURCOH = 9998;
ELSE IF STRTWFCP_Y =DK, CMCURCOH= 9999;
ELSE IF STRTWFCP_M LE 12, CMCURCOH = (STRTWFCP_Y-1900)*12 + STRTWFCP_M
ELSE IF 13 =< STRTWFCP_M =< 16, CMCURCOH= (STRTWFCP_Y-1900)*12 + [1(WINTER) OR 4(SPRING) OR 7(SUMMER) OR 10(FALL)]
ELSE IF STRTWFCP_M =DK/RF, CMCURCOH= (STRTWFCP_Y-1900)*12 + 6

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-3_1: IF CMCURCOH < CMBIRTH, DISPLAY: The date they began living together cannot be before his date of birth.

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-3_2: IF CMCURCOH > CMINTVW, DISPLAY: The date they began living together cannot be after the date
EDIT CHECK FC C-3_3: IF CMCURCOH < CMBIRTH+192, DISPLAY: They began living together before he turned 16 years old. Is this right?

FLOW CHECK C-3b: IF STRTWFCP_M CA-5=DK/RF OR 13 LE STRTWFCP_M LE 16 OR STRTWFCP_Y CA-5=DK/RF, ASK HISAGEC CA-6.
ELSE GO TO FLOW CHECK C-4

( ASKED IF R [IS MARRIED TO AND DID COHABIT WITH] OR [IS COHABITING WITH] THIS WOMAN AND START DATE OF COHABITATION = DK/RF
HISAGEC CA-6. How old were you when you and (CWPNAME) first started living together?

ENTER age in years ___________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 10 TO 45

FLOW CHECK C-4: CREATE AGEMARC (R'S AGE WHEN CURRENT MARRIAGE BEGAN)
SET = NULL
    = INTEGER OF (CMCURMAR - CMBIRTH)/12 IF MARRDATE_M NE DK/RF AND MARRDATE_Y NE DK/RF
    = HISAGEM CA-3 IF MARRDATE_M =DK/RF OR MARRDATE_Y =DK/RF

CREATE AGECOHC (R'S AGE WHEN BEGAN LIVING WITH CURRENT WIFE OR COHABITING PARTNER)
SET = NULL
    = INTEGER OF (CMCURCOH - CMBIRTH)/12 IF STRTWFCP_M CA-5 NE DK/RF AND STRTWFCP_Y CA-5 NE DK/RF
    = HISAGEC CA-6 IF STRTWFCP_M CA-5=DK/RF OR STRTWFCP_Y CA-5 = DK/RF

CREATE CMUNIONC (CENTURY MONTH CURRENT UNION BEGAN = WHEN BEGAN LIVING TOGETHER OR GOT MARRIED, WHICHEREVER CAME FIRST)
    = CMCURMAR IF MARSTAT=1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4 NE 1
    = CMCURCOH IF MARSTAT=2 OR (IF MARSTAT=1 AND LIVTOGWF=1)

CREATE AGEUNIONC (R'S AGE WHEN CURRENT UNION BEGAN)
    = AGEMARC IF MARSTAT=1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4 NE 1
    = AGECOHC IF MARSTAT=2 OR (IF MARSTAT=1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4 =1)

EDIT CHECK FC C-4_1: IF MARSTAT =1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4=1 AND
(MARRDATE_M CA-2 NE DK/RF AND MARRDATE_Y CA-2 NE DK/RF AND STRTWFCP_M CA-5 NE DK/RF AND STRTWFCP_Y CA-5 NE DK/RF) AND CMCURCOH > CMCURMAR, DISPLAY: They began living together after they got married. Is this right?
ELSE IF MARSTAT =1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4=1 AND
(MARRDATE_M CA-2 =DK/RF OR MARRDATE_Y CA-2= DK/RF OR STRTWFCP_M CA-5= DK/RF OR STRTWFCP_Y CA-5= DK/RF) AND AGECOHC > AGEMARC, DISPLAY: They began living together after they got married. Is this right?
IF MARSTAT=2 OR (MARSTAT=1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4=1), ASK ENGAGTHN CA-7; ELSE GO TO FLOW CHECK C-5.

{ ASKED IF R [IS MARRIED TO AND DID COHABIT WITH] OR [IS COHABITING WITH] THIS WOMAN

ENGATHEN
CA-7. At the time you began living together, were you and she engaged to be married or did you have definite plans to get married?

Yes ........1  
No ..........5

FLOW CHECK C-5: IF MARSTAT=2, ASK WILLMARR CA-8; ELSE, GO TO CWPDOB CB-1

{ ASKED IF R IS COHABITING WITH THIS WOMAN

WILLMARR
CA-8. Please look at Card 21. What is the chance that you and (CWPNAME) will marry each other?

[SHOW CARD 21]

No chance ....................1  
A little chance ................2  
50-50 chance ...................3  
A pretty good chance ..........4  
An almost certain chance ......5

Characteristics of Current Wife/Partner (CB)

CWPDOB_M
CB-1. In what month and year was she born?

ENTER month.  PROBE for season if DK month.


CWPDOB_Y
CB-1. (In what month and year was she born?

ENTER year in 4 digits __________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1922 TO 1992

FLOW CHECK C-6: IF CWPDOB_M CB-1=DK/RF OR 13 LE CWPDOB_M LE 16 OR CWPDOB_Y CB-1=DK/RF, ASK CWPAGE CB-2; ELSE GO TO CWPHISP CB-3.

{ ASKED IF R DOESN’T KNOW HER BIRTH DATE

CWPAGE
CB-2. How old is (CWPNAME) now?

ENTER age in years at last birthday. _________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 10 TO 80
CWPHISP
CB-3. Is your (wife/partner) Hispanic or Latino, or of Spanish origin?

Yes ........1
No ..........5

CWPRACE
CB-4. Which of the groups shown on Card 2 describes (CWPNAME)'s racial background? Please select one or more groups.

[HELP AVAILABLE]
[SHOW CARD 2]

ENTER all that apply.

NOTE: If R mentions a mixture of multiple races (e.g. biracial, mixed, mulatto), PROBE for and CODE all racial groups that are part of the mix.

American Indian or Alaska Native ...............1
Asian ..........................................2
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander ......3
Black or African American ......................4
White ..........................................5

RANGE CHECK: DK/RF CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER RESPONSE

FLOW CHECK C-7: IF ONLY ONE RACE GROUP MENTIONED IN CWPRACE CB-4, GO TO CWPEDUCN CB-6.

CWPRACEB
CB-5. Which of these groups, that is (responses from CWPRACE), would you say best describes your (wife/partner)'s racial background?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

{ DISPLAY THOSE GROUPS MENTIONED IN CWPRACE CB-4

CWPEDUCN
CB-6. Please look at Card 11. What is the highest level of education (CWPNAME) has completed?

[SHOW CARD 11]

Less than high school .........................1
High school graduate or GED ...................2
Some college but no degree ...................3
2-year college degree (e.g., Associates degree) ..4
4-year college graduate (e.g., BA, BS) ..........5
Graduate or professional school ............6

CWPBORN
CB-7. Was (CWPNAME) born outside the United States?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ........1
No ..........5

CWPMARBF
CB-8. IF MARSTAT=1, ASK:
At the time you and she were married, had (CWPNAME) been married
before?

ELSE IF MARSTAT=2, ASK:
Has (CWPNAME) ever been married?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ........1
No ........5

First Sex with Current Wife/Partner (CC)

CWPSX1WN_M
CC-1. Now I have some questions about the beginning of your relationship with (CWPNAME).

Think back to the very first time that you had sexual intercourse with her. In what month and year was that?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER month.
PROBE for season if DK month.


CWPSX1WN_Y
CC-1. (Think back to the very first time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner). In what month and year was that?)

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER year in 4 digits ______
UNDERLYING RANGE = 1962 TO 2002

FLOW CHECK C-8: IF CWPSX1WN_M=DK/RF OR 13 LE CWPSX1WN_M LE 16 OR CWPSX1WN_Y
=DK/RF, ASK CWPSX1AG CC-2.
ELSE, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-9

(ONLY ASKED IF DK/RF DATE OF FIRST SEX

CWPSX1AG
CC-2. The very first time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner), how old were you?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER age in years ____________
UNDERLYING RANGE = 10 TO 45

FLOW CHECK C-9: CREATE CMFSXCWP (CENTURY MONTH OF FIRST SEX WITH WIFE/COHABITING PARTNER)

SET = NULL
IF CWPSX1WN_Y =RF, CMFSXCWP = 9998;
ELSEIF CWPSX1WN_Y =DK, CMFSXCWP = 9999;
ELSEIF CWPSX1WN_M LE 12, CMFSXCWP = (CWPSX1WN_Y-
1900)*12 + CWPSX1WN_M
ELSE IF 13 =< CWPSX1WN_M =< 16, CMFSXCWP = (CWPSX1WN_Y
-1900)*12 + [1(WINTER) OR 4(SPRING) OR 7(SUMMER) OR
10(FALL)]
ELSE IF CWPSX1WN_M=DK/RF, CMFSXCWP = (CWPSX1WN_Y
-1900)*12 + 6

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-9_1: IF CMFSXCWP < CMBIRTH, DISPLAY: The date of
first sex cannot be before his date of birth.

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-9_2: IF CMFSXCWP > CMINTVW, DISPLAY: The date of
first sex cannot be after the date of interview.

EDIT CHECK FC C-9_3: IF CMFSXCWP < CMBIRTH+120, DISPLAY: The date of first
sex is before the respondent turned 10 years old. Is
this right?

CREATE AGEFSXCWP (AGE AT FIRST SEX WITH WIFE/COHABITING
PARTNER)
= INTEGER(CMFSXCWP-CMBIRTH)/12 IF CWPSX1WN_M CC-1 NE
DK/RF AND CWPSX1WN_Y CC-1 NE DK/RF
= CWPSX1AG IF CWPSX1WN_M CC-1= DK/RF OR CWPSX1WN_Y CC-
1= DK/RF

IF CWPNAME=FRSTNAME, ASK CWPSX1RL CC-3; ELSE GO TO CWPFUSE
CC-4

( ONLY ASKED IF THIS WOMAN IS FIRST SEX PARTNER EVER
CWPSX1RL
CC-3. Please look at Card 44. At the time you first had sexual intercourse
with (CWPNAME), how would you describe your relationship with her?

[SHOW CARD 44]

Married to her ...............................................1
Engaged to her ...............................................2
Living together in a sexual relationship, but not engaged ....3
Going with her or going steady ..............................4
Going out with her once in a while ..........................5
Just friends ...................................................6
Had just met her ..............................................7
Something else ...............................................8

CWPFUSE
CC-4. Please look at Card 45, which lists methods some people use to
prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease.

That first time that you had sexual intercourse with (CWPNAME),
did you or she use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually
transmitted disease?

[SHOW CARD 45]
[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ...........1
No ...........5 (Flow Check C-10)

CWPFMET
CC-5. Still looking at Card 45, that first time, what methods did you
and she use to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease?
[SHOW CARD 45]
[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER all that apply.

Condom or rubber ..............................................1
Withdrawal or pulling out .....................................2
Vasectomy or male sterilization ...............................3
Pill ..........................................................4
Tubal ligation ("tubes tied") or female sterilization ........5
Injection (Depo-Provera or Lunelle) ...........................6
Spermicidal foam/jelly/cream/film/suppository .................7
Hormonal implant (Norplant™) ..................................8
Rhythm or safe period .........................................9
Something else ...............................................10

Sterilization Operations and Ability to Reproduce – Current Wife/Partner (CD)

FLOW CHECK C-10: IF CWPFMET CC-5 NE 5, ASK CWPOPSTR CD-1;
ELSE IF CWPFMET CC-5=5, GO TO CWPTYPOP CD-2.

CWPOPSTR
CD-1.  As far as you know, has your (wife/partner) ever had an operation
that made it impossible for her to have a baby?

Yes ........1
No ..........5 (Flow Check C-12)

CWPTYPOP
CD-2.  IF CC-5 CWPFMET = 5, ASK:
You said that your (wife/partner) has had a sterilizing operation.
Which of these types of sterilizing operations did she have? Did
she have a tubal ligation or tubal sterilization, a hysterectomy,
or something else?

ELSE IF CC-5 CWPFMET NE 5 AND CD-1 CWPOPSTR=1, ASK:
Which of these types of sterilizing operations did she have? Did
she have a tubal ligation or tubal sterilization, a hysterectomy,
or something else?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER all that apply.

Tubal ligation or tubal sterilization ......1
Hysterectomy ..................................................2
Something else .................................3

RANGE CHECK: DK/RF SHOULD NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER RESPONSE

IF ONLY RESPONSE FOR CWPTYPOP IS 3 (Something else), ASK CD-3
CWPTOTST.
ELSE, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-11.

( ASKED IF STERILIZING OPERATION WAS "SOMETHING ELSE"

CWPTOTST
CD-3.  As far as you know, did the operation make your (wife/partner)
completely sterile, that is, is it completely impossible for her
to have a baby?

Yes ........1
No ........5

**FLOW CHECK C-11:** IF R REPORTED ONLY TUBAL (CWPTYPOP=1 AND NE 2 OR 3), ASK CWPREVST CD-4;
ELSE, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-12.

(ASKED IF R'S W/CP HAD TUBAL AND NOTHING ELSE)

CWPREVST CD-4. Has your (wife/partner) ever had surgery to reverse her tubal ligation?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ........1
No ..........5

**FLOW CHECK C-12:** CREATE PSURGSTR (WHETHER CURRENT WIFE/COHAB PARTNER IS SURGICALLY STERILE AT TIME OF INTERVIEW)

SET =0 (NO)
=1 (YES) IF (CWPTYPOP CD-2=1 AND CWPREVST CD-4 NE 1)
OR CWPTYPOP=2 OR (CWPTYPOP CD-2=3 AND CWPTOTST CD-3=1)

IF PSURGSTR=0 AND CWPTOTST CD-3=5 OR DK/RF, GO TO CWPDIFF CD-6;
ELSE IF PSURGSTR=0, ASK CWPPOSS CD-5;
ELSE IF PSURGSTR=1, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-13.

(ASKED IF W/CP DID NOT HAVE STERILIZING OPERATION)

CWPPOSS CD-5. Some women are not physically able to have children. As far as you know, is it physically possible for (CWPNAME) to have a baby?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ................1
No .................5

IF CWPPOSS CD-5=1 OR DK/RF, ASK CWPDIFF CD-6;
ELSE GO TO FLOW CHECK C-13

(ASKED IF W/CP DID NOT HAVE OPERATION AND IS PHYSICALLY ABLE TO HAVE CHILDREN (OR DK/RF TO CWPPOSSB) OR IF W/CP HAD OPERATION THAT DID NOT MAKE IT COMPLETELY IMPOSSIBLE FOR HER TO HAVE CHILDREN)

CWPDIFF CD-6. Some women are physically able to have another baby, but have difficulty getting pregnant or carrying the baby to term. As far as you know, would (CWPNAME) have any difficulty getting pregnant or carrying a baby?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ............1
No ...........5

**FLOW CHECK C-13:** CREATE PSTRSTAT (STERILITY STATUS OF CURRENT WIFE OR COHABITING PARTNER)

SET =0
=1 IF PSURGSTR=1
=2 IF CWPPOSS =5

Most Recent Sex with Current Wife/Partner (CE)
CWPLSTSX
CE-1. When was the most recent time you had sexual intercourse with (CWPNAME)? Was it within the last week, within the last four weeks, or more than four weeks ago?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Within the last week ...........1
Within the last four weeks ......2
More than four weeks ago ......3

IF CWPLSTSX CE-1 =3 OR DK, ASK CWPLSXWN_M CE-2;
ELSE IF CWPLSTSX CE-1= 1 OR 2 OR RF, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-14

CWPLSXWN_M
CE-2. Think back to the most recent time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner). In what month and year was that?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER month.
PROBE for season if DK month.


CWPLSXWN_Y
CE-2. (Think back to the most recent time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner). In what month and year was that?)

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER year in 4 digits __________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1962 TO 2002

FLOW CHECK C-14: CREATE CMLSXCWP (CENTURY MONTH OF LAST SEX WITH CURRENT WIFE/COHABITING PARTNER)

SET = NULL
IF CWPLSTSX CE-1= 1, SET CMLSXCWP= CMINTVW
ELSE IF CWPLSTSX CE-1= 2 AND DAY OF SYSDATE <15, SET CMLSXCWP= CMINTVW-1
ELSE IF CWPLSTSX CE-1= 2 AND DAY OF SYSDATE>=15, SET CMLSXCWP= CMINTVW
ELSE IF CWPLSTSX CE-1=3 OR DK AND:
   IF CWPLSXWN_Y =RF, CMLSXCWP = 9998;
   ELSE IF CWPLSXWN_Y =DK, CMLSXCWP = 9999;
   ELSE IF CWPLSXWN_M LE 12, CMLSXCWP = (CWPLSXWN_Y-1900)*12 + CWPLSXWN_M
   ELSE IF 13 =< CWPLSXWN_M =< 16, CMLSXCWP = (CWPLSXWN_Y -1900)*12 + [1(WINTER) OR 4(Spring) OR 7(SUMMER) OR 10(FALL)]
   ELSE IF CWPLSXWN_M =DK/RF, CMLSXCWP = (CWPLSXWN_Y -1900)*12 + 6
C-13

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-14_1: IF CMLSX CWP < CMBIRTH, DISPLAY: The date of last sex cannot be after the date of interview.

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-14_2: IF CMLSX CWP > CMINTVW, DISPLAY: The date of last sex cannot be after the date of interview.

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-14_3: IF CMLSX CWP < CMFSX CWP, DISPLAY: The date of last sex cannot be before the date of first sex.

EDIT CHECK FC C-14_4: IF CMLSX CWP < CM CURM AR, DISPLAY: The date of last sex is before the date of marriage. Is this right?

EDIT CHECK FC C-14_5: IF CMLSX CWP < CM CURCOH, DISPLAY: The date of last sex is before the date they began living together. Is this right?

FLOW CHECK C-15: IF RAND VAR1 = 1, ASK CWPLUSE CE-3.

ELSE IF RAND VAR1 = 2, GO TO CWPLUSE1 CE-5.

CWPLUSE

CE-3. Please look at Card 45. That last time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner), did you or she use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

[SHOW CARD 45]

Yes ........1
No ........5 (Flow Check C-16)

CWPLMET

CE-4. Still looking at Card 45, that last time, what methods did you and she use?

[SHOW CARD 45]

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER all that apply.

Condom or rubber ..............................................1
Withdrawal or pulling out ...................................2
Vasectomy or male sterilization ............................3
Pill ..........................................................4
Tubal ligation ("tubes tied") or female sterilization .......5
Injection (Depo-Provera or Lunelle) .........................6
Spermicidal foam/jelly/cream/film/suppository ..........7
Hormonal implant (Norplant™) .............................8
Rhythm or safe period ........................................9
Something else ...............................................10

GO TO FLOW CHECK C-16

CWPLUSE1

CE-5. Please look at Card 46. That last time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner), did you, yourself use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

[SHOW CARD 46]

Yes ........1
No ........5 (CE-7 CWPLUSE2)
ASKED IF HE USED A METHOD AT LAST SEX

CE-6. Still looking at Card 46, that last time, what methods did you use?

SHOW CARD 46
HELP AVAILABLE

ENTER all that apply.

Condom or rubber ..............................................1
Withdrawal or pulling out .....................................2
Vasectomy or male sterilization ................................3
Something else ...............................................10

CE-7. Please look at Card 47. That last time that you had sexual intercourse with your (wife/partner), did she use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease?

SHOW CARD 47
HELP AVAILABLE

Yes ............1
No ............5 (Flow Check C-16)

ASKED IF SHE USED A METHOD AT LAST SEX

CE-8. Still looking at Card 47, that last time, what methods did she use?

SHOW CARD 47

ENTER all that apply.

Pill ........................................................4
Tubal ligation (tubes tied) or female sterilization .........5
Injection (Depo-Provera or Lunelle) .........................6
Spermicidal foam/jelly/cream/film/suppository ...............7
Hormonal implant (Norplant™) ................................8
Rhythm or safe period .......................................9
Something else .............................................10

FLOW CHECK C-16: CREATE CWPLSXUSE (METHOD USE AT LAST SEX WITH WIFE/COHAB PARTNER)

= 0 (NONE OR NO METHOD IDENTIFIED)

 IF (RANDVAR1=1 AND
 (CWPLUSE CE-3 NE 1 OR (CWPLUSE CE-3=1 AND CWPLMET CE-4=DK/RF)) OR
 (RANDVAR1=2 AND
 (CWPLUSE1 CE-5 NE 1 OR (CWPLUSE1 CE-5=1 AND CWPLMET1 CE-6=DK/RF)) AND (CWPLUSE2 CE-7 NE 1 OR (CWPLUSE2 CE-7=1 AND CWPLMET2 CE-8=DK/RF)))

= 1 (ANY METHOD IDENTIFIED)

 IF (RANDVAR1=1 AND
 (CWPLUSE=1 CE-3 AND CWPLMET CE-4 NE DK/RF)) OR
 (RANDVAR1=2 AND
 ((CWPLUSE1 CE-5=1 AND CWPLMET1 CE-6 NE DK/RF) OR
 (CWPLUSE2=1 CE-7 AND CWPLMET2 CE-8 NE DK/RF)))
IF CMLSXCWP < CMLSTYR, GO TO CWPBIOKD CG-1.

Methods Used in the Past 12 Months with Current Wife/Partner (CF)

CFINTRO
CF-0. Now I have some questions about methods that you and (CWPNAME) used in the past 12 months, that is since (CMLSTYR_FILL), to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease.

IF CMFSXCWP > CMLSTYR, SAY: If you were not involved with her for the whole 12 months, please think of only that time that you were involved with her during the past 12 months.

ENTER [1] to continue

FLOW CHECK C-17: IF (CMFSXCWP >= CMLSTYR AND CWPFUSE CC-4 = 1) OR (CMLSXCWP >= CMLSTYR AND CWPLSXUSE=1) GO TO CWPALLBC CF-2; ELSE, ASK CWPRECBC CF-1

( ASKED IF CAN'T TELL IF THEY USED A METHOD IN LAST 12 MONTHS

CWPRECBC
CF-1. Please look at Card 45. During the last 12 months, did you or your (wife/partner) use any methods to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted disease when you had intercourse together? Please answer yes if you used a method even once.

[HELP AVAILABLE]
[SHOW CARD 45]

Yes ........1
No ........5 (CG-1 CWPBIOKD)

CWPALLBC
CF-2. Please look at Card 45. Including any methods you may have already told me about and methods you may have used only once, during the last 12 months, which of these methods did you and she use to prevent pregnancy or sexually transmitted diseases?

[HELP AVAILABLE]
[SHOW CARD 45]

ENTER all that apply.

Condom or rubber ..............................................1
Withdrawal or pulling out .....................................2
Vasectomy or male sterilization ...............................3
Pill ..........................................................4
Tubal ligation ("tubes tied") or female sterilization .......5
Injection (Depo-Provera or Lunelle) .........................6
Spermicidal foam/jelly/cream/film/suppository ..............7
Hormonal implant (Norplant™) ...................................8
Rhythm or safe period .........................................9
Something else ...............................................10

FLOW CHECK C-18: IF MORE THAN ONE METHOD LISTED IN CWPALLBC CF-2, ASK CWPCBCMST CF-3; ELSE GO TO CONDFREQ CF-4

( ASKED IF MORE THAN ONE METHOD USED IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

CWPCBCMST
CF-3. During the last 12 months, when you and your (wife/partner) had
sex together, which method did you and she use most of the time?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER the one method they used most

{ DISPLAY ONLY THOSE METHODS MENTIONED IN CWPALLBC CF-2

{ ASKED OF ALL WHO USED ANY METHOD IN 12 MONTHS EVEN IF CONDOM NOT LISTED CONDFREQ CF-4. During the last 12 months, what percent of the times that you and she had sex together did you use a condom?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER percent from 0 to 100. ___________
ENTER [0] if R says he did not use a condom with her in last 12 months.

UNDERLYING RANGE = 0 TO 100

IF CONDFREQ CF-4 = 100, GO TO CWPBIOKD CG-1

FLOW CHECK C-18a: IF (R is surgically sterile) RSURGSTR=1 OR (R's wife/partner surgically sterile) PSURGSTR=1, GO TO CWPBIOKD CG-1 ; ELSE ASK CWPNOFRQ CF-5.

{ ASKED OF ALL WHO USED ANY METHOD IN 12 MOS, EXCEPT 100% CONDOM USERS CWPNOFRQ CF-5. Please look at Card 48. During the last 12 months, that is since (CMLSTYR_FILL), how often did you or she use any method when you had sex together?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

[SHOW CARD 48]

Every time ..........................1
Most of the time......................2
About half of the time ..............3
Some of the time.....................4
None of the time.......................5

Biological Children with Current Wife/Partner (CG)

CWPBIOKD CG-1. IF ANY RELAR[X]= 3 AND AD-9 RELWOM (for this child) = 1 (biological mother), SAY:
Now I have some questions about children that you and your (wife/partner) may have had together. By this I mean, you were the biological father and she was the biological mother.

ENTER [Yes] to continue.

ELSE SAY:
Now I have some questions about children that you and your (wife/partner) may have had together. By this I mean, you were the biological father and she was the biological mother.

Have you and (CWPNAME) ever had a child together?

Include all children R and his wife/partner have had
together, regardless of whether they were married at the time or whether they are raising the child(ren) themselves or have placed the child(ren) for adoption.

Yes ........1
No ........5 (Flow Check C-29)

EDIT CHECK CG1_1: IF CG-1 CWPBIOKD NE 1 AND ANY RELAR[x]=3 (biological daughter/son) AND AD-9 RELWOM (for this child) = 1 (biological mother), display: “Earlier I recorded that you and your (wife/partner) are living with one or more biological children. Do I have something wrong? (Allow change of RELAR[x] or RELWOM or CWPBIOKD)

CWPNUMKD
CG-2. Altogether, how many children have you had together?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER number of children ________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 95

CWPCHNAM
CG-3. IF CWPNUMKD CG-2 =1, ASK: What is the child's first name or initials?

IF CWPNUMKD CG-2 >1, ASK: What is the first name or initials of each of the children?

ENTER name or initials. ________

ALLOW UP TO 10 CHILDREN

FLOW CHECK C-19: IF CWPBIOKD=1, SET BIOKIDS = BIOKIDS + CWPNUMKD

CREATE PARTFATH (WHETHER R HAD CHILD WITH CURRENT WIFE/COHAB PARTNER)

SET=0

IF CWPBIOKD=1, SET PARTFATH=1

SET BKIDNAM[X] = CWPCHNAM

FLOW CHECK C-20: SET UP COUNTER AND LOOP, START WITH FIRST CHILD, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT EACH CHILD (UP TO 10).

IF CWPBIOKD>1, SAY TALKBC CG-4 IN EVERY LOOP; ELSE GO TO CWPCHSEX CG-5

(ASKED IF MORE THAN ONE CHILD)

TALKBC
CG-4. Let's talk about [CWPCHNAM].

ENTER [1] to continue

CWPCHSEX
CG-5. If necessary, ASK: (Is this child male or female?)

Male .......1
Female ......2
CWPCHDOB_M
CG-6. In what month and year was (CWPCHNAM) born?

ENTER month.
PROBE for season if DK month.

4. April 8. August

CWPCHDOB_Y
CG-6. (In what month and year was (CWPCHNAM) born?)
ENTER year in 4 digits _______
UNDERLYING RANGE = 1962 TO 2002

FLOW CHECK C-21: CREATE CMCHDOB[X]
SET = NULL
IF CWPCHDOB_Y =RF, CMCHDOB[X]= 9998;
ELSE IF CWPCHDOB_Y =DK, CMCHDOB[X]= 9999;
ELSE IF CWPCHDOB_M LE 12, CMCHDOB[X]= (CWPCHDOB_Y -1900)*12 + CWPCHDOB_M
ELSE IF 13 =< CWPCHDOB_M =< 16, CMCHDOB[X] = (CWPCHDOB_Y -1900)*12 + [1(WINTER) OR 4(SPRING) OR 7(SUMMER) OR 10(FALL)]
ELSE IF CWPCHDOB_M=DK/RF, CMCHDOB[X] = (CWPCHDOB_Y -1900)*12 + 6

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-21_1: IF CMCHDOB[X] < CMBIRTH, DISPLAY: The child's date of birth cannot be before the respondent's date of birth.

HARD EDIT CHECK FC C-21_2: IF CMCHDOB[X] > CMINTVW, DISPLAY: The child's date of birth cannot be after the interview.

EDIT CHECK FC C-21_3: IF CMCHDOB[X] < CMBIRTH+120, DISPLAY: The child was born before the respondent turned 10 years old. Is this right?

SET BKIDAGE[X]
= 1 INTEGER((CMINTVW - CMCHDOB)/12 IF (CMINTVW-CMCHDOB >=12) AND CWPCHDOB_M CG-6 NE DK/RF AND CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6 NE DK/RF
= 0 IF (CMINTVW -CMCHDOB <12) AND CWPCHDOB_M CG-6 NE DK/RF AND CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6 NE DK/RF

IF CMCHDOB[X] = CMCHDOB[X-n], ASK MULTBIRT CG-7; ELSE GO TO FLOW CHECK C-22

( ASKED IF DOB OF THIS CHILD = DOB OF CHILD DESCRIBED EARLIER
MULTBIRT
CG-7. The birthday of this child is the same as (CWPCHNAM[X-n]). Was this a multiple birth?

Yes ............1
No .............5

FLOW CHECK C-22: IF MULTBIRT=1, SET BKIDAGE[X] =BKIDAGE[X-n].
SET BKIDMAR[X]
SET = NULL
IF CMCHDOB[X] = CMCHDOB[X-n], SET BKIDMAR[X] = BKIDMAR[X-n]
ELSE IF MARSTAT=1 AND CMCURMAR < CMCHDOB, SET BKIDMAR[X]=1
ELSE IF MARSTAT=2 OR (MARSTAT=1 AND CMCURMAR > CMCHDOB), SET BKIDMAR[X]=0

IF MULTBIRT=1, GO TO CWPCHLIV CG-11;
ELSE IF MARSTAT =2, GO TO CWPCHERS CG-9;
ELSE IF MARSTAT =1 AND:
IF CMCURMAR = DK/RF OR CMCHDOB = DK/RF OR CMCURMAR = CMCHDOB, ASK CWPCHMAR CG-8;
ELSE IF CMCURMAR < CMCHDOB, GO TO CWPCHLIV CG-11;
ELSE IF CMCURMAR > CMCHDOB AND:
IF LIVTOGWF=1, GO TO CWPCHERS CG-9;
ELSE IF LIVTOGWF NE 1, GO TO CWPCHLRN CG-10.

{ ASKED IF R MARRIED AND CAN'T TELL FROM DATES WHETHER MARRIAGE OR
  CHILDBIRTH CAME FIRST
CWPCHMAR
CG-8. Were you married to (CWPNAME) at the time of the birth?

Yes ..........1
No ..........5

FLOW CHECK C-23: IF CWPCHMAR CG-8=1, SET BKIDMAR[X]=1
ELSE IF CWPCHMAR CG-8 NE 1, SET BKIDMAR[X]=0;

IF CWPCHMAR CG-8=1, GO TO CWPCHLIV CG-11;
ELSE IF CWPCHMAR CG-8 NE 1 AND LIVTOGWF CA-4=1, ASK CWPCHERS CG-9;
ELSE GO TO CWPCHLRN CG-10.

{ ASKED IF COHABITING WITH THIS WOMAN NOW OR (IF MARRIED TO HER NOW) NOT
MARRIED TO HER AT CHILDBIRTH, BUT HAD PREMARITALLY COHABITED
CWPCHERS
CG-9. Were you living together with (CWPNAME) at the time of the birth?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ..........1
No ..........5

IF CWPCHERS =5 OR DK/RF, ASK CWPCHLRN CG-10;
ELSE, GO TO CWPCHLIV CG-11

{ ASKED IF NOT MARRIED TO OR LIVING WITH WOMAN AT TIME OF BIRTH
CWPCHLRN
CG-10. When did you find out that (CWPNAME) was pregnant? Was it during
the pregnancy or after the child was born?

During the pregnancy ..........1
After the child was born ......2

{ ASKED ABOUT ALL CHILDREN
CWPCHLIV
CG-11. Please look at Card 57. Where does (CWFCNAM) usually live now?
ENTER all that apply.

If child lives with R part-time, PROBE: Where else does this child live?

In this household full-time .................1
In this household part-time .................2
Away at school or college ...................3
Living on own ..................................4
Living with other relatives ..................5
Deceased ......................................6
Placed for adoption or adopted ..............7
Placed in foster care ..........................8
Someplace else ...............................9

RANGE CHECK: 1, 6, 7, 8, DK/RF CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER RESPONSES.

FLOW CHECK C-24: SET BKIDLIV[X]

SET = NULL
IF (2nd or higher in multiple birth) CMCHDOB[X] = CMCHDOB[X-n], SET BKIDLIV[X] =BKIDLIV[X-n];
ELSE IF (married at birth) BKIDMAR[X]=1, SET BKIDLIV[X]=1;
ELSE IF (cohabiting at birth) CWPCHRES CG-9=1, SET BKIDLIV[X]=1;
ELSE SET BKIDLIV[X]=0.

IF CWPCHLIV CG-11 NE 6 OR 7 OR 8 AND (CWPCHDOB_M CG-6= DK/RF OR 13 LE CWPCHDOB_M LE 16 OR CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6= DK/RF), ASK CWPCHAGE CG-12; ELSE GO TO FLOW CHECK C-25.

CWPCHAGE
CG-12. How old is (CWPCHNAM) now? Is [he/she] less than 5 years old, 5 to 18 years old, or 19 years or older?

Less than 5 years old .............1
5-18 years old ..................2
19 years or older ..............3

FLOW CHECK C-25: SET BKIDAGEGP[X]

= 1 IF CWPCHDOB_M CG-6 NE DK/RF AND CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6 NE DK/RF AND BKIDAGE[X]<5
= 2 IF CWPCHDOB_M CG-6 NE DK/RF AND CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6 NE DK/RF AND 5 <= BKIDAGE[X] <=18
= 3 IF CWPCHDOB_M CG-6 NE DK/RF AND CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6 NE DK/RF AND BKIDAGE[X] > 18
= CWPCHAGE IF CWPCHDOB_M CG-6=DK/RF OR CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6=DK/RF

EDIT CHECK FC C-25_1: IF CWPCHLIV CG-11=4 AND BKIDAGE[X] <16, DISPLAY: This child is less than 16 years old and is living on his/her own. Is this right?

EDIT CHECK FC C-25_2: IF CWPCHLIV CG-11=3 AND BKIDAGE[X] <6, DISPLAY: This child is less than 6 years
old and is living away at school. Is this right?

SET BKIDHH[X]
   =1 IF CWPCHLIV CG-11= 1 OR 2
   =2 IF CWPCHLIV CG-11= 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 9 AND NE 1 OR 2
   =3 IF CWPCHLIV CG-11= 6 OR 7 OR 8 OR DK OR RF

IF BKIDAGEGP[X] =3, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-28;
ELSE IF CWPCHLIV CG-11=6 OR 7 OR 8, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-27;
ELSE IF BKIDMAR[X]=1, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-26.

{ ASKED IF CHILD <19 AND BORN OUT OF WEDLOCK, BUT NOT DEAD, ADOPTED,
  OR IN FOSTER CARE
CWPCHLEG
CG-13. Has your legal paternity been established? That is, did you sign
any document that identifies you as the legal father of
(CWPCHNAM)? Or has a court ruled that you are the father?

Yes .........................1
No .........................5 (Flow Check C-26)

{ ASKED IF CHILD <19 AND PATERNITY ESTABLISHED
CWPCHHOP
CG-14. Did you establish paternity at the hospital when (CWPCHNAM) was
born?

Yes .............1
No .............5

FLOW CHECK C-26: IF CWPCHLIV CG-11=1 OR 2, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-27;
ELSE IF BKIDLIV[X]=1, GO TO CWPCHEFAR CG-16;
ELSE, ASK CWPCHEVR CG-15.

{ ASKED IF CHILD <19 AND NOT DEAD, ADOPTED, OR IN FOSTER CARE AND
  R DIDN'T LIVE WITH CHILD AT BIRTH AND DOESN'T LIVE WITH CHILD NOW
CWPCHFAR
CG-16. Did you ever live with (CWPCHNAM)?

Yes .............1
No .............5

FLOW CHECK C-27:
IF MULTBIRT CG-7=1, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-28;
ELSE IF MULTBIRT CG-7 NE 1 AND:
   IF CMCHDOB < CMFIVYR OR ((CWPCHDOB_M CG-6=DK/RF OR
   CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6=DK/RF) AND CWPCHEAGE CG-12 NE 1), GO TO FLOW
   CHECK C-28;
ELSE, IF CMCHDOB >= CMFIVYR OR ((CWPCHDOB_M CG-6=DK/RF OR
CWPCHDOB_Y CG-6=DK/RF) AND CWPCHAGE CG-12 =1) AND:

IF BKIDMAR[X]=1 OR CWPCHRES CG-9=1, ASK CWPCHWNT CG-17
ELSE IF BKIDMAR[X] NE 1 AND CWPCHRES CG-9 NE 1 AND:

IF CWPCHLRN CG-10=1, ASK CWPCHWNT CG-17
ELSE, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-28.

{ ASKED IF R CHILD BORN IN 5 YEARS BEFORE INTERVIEW AND R WAS MARRIED
{ TO/LIVING WITH MOTHER OR KNEW ABOUT PREGNANCY BEFORE THE BIRTH
{ ASKED EVEN IF CHILD IS DEAD, ADOPTED, IN FOSTER CARE

CWPCHWNT
CG-17. Please look at Card 58. Right before (CWPNAME) became pregnant with [CWPCHNAM], did you, yourself, want to have a child at some time in the future?

[SHOW CARD 58]
[HELP AVAILABLE]

NOTE: If R says that he already had a child, SAY: Right before she became pregnant, did you, yourself, want to have another child at some time in the future.

ENTER [DK] if R insists.

 Definitely yes .................1
 Probably yes ..................2
 Probably no ...................3
 Definitely no ..................4

IF CWPCHWNT CG-17=3 OR 4, GO TO CWPCHHPY CG-19.

{ ASKED IF R CHILD BORN IN 5 YEARS BEFORE INTERVIEW AND R WAS MARRIED
{ TO/LIVING WITH MOTHER OR KNEW ABOUT PREGNANCY BEFORE THE BIRTH
{ ASKED EVEN IF CHILD IS DEAD, ADOPTED, IN FOSTER CARE

CWPCHSON
CG-18. Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at about the right time, or later than you wanted?

 ENTER [Didn't care] if R insists.

 Too soon ......................1
 Right time ....................2
 Later ..........................3
 Didn't care ...................4

{ ASKED IF R CHILD BORN IN 5 YEARS BEFORE INTERVIEW AND R WAS MARRIED
{ TO/LIVING WITH MOTHER OR KNEW ABOUT PREGNANCY BEFORE THE BIRTH
{ ASKED EVEN IF CHILD IS DEAD, ADOPTED, IN FOSTER CARE

CWPCHHPY
CG-19. Please look at Card 59. On this scale, a one means that you were very unhappy about this pregnancy, and a ten means that you were very happy about this pregnancy. Tell me which number on the card best describes how you felt when you found out that your (wife/partner) was pregnant this time.

[SHOW CARD 59]

 ENTER number from 1 to 10.______________

 UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 10
FLOW CHECK C-28: IF THERE IS ANOTHER BIOLOGICAL CHILD TO DISCUSS, RETURN TO FLOW CHECK C-20; ELSE GO TO FLOW CHECK C-29.

Current Pregnancy with Current Wife/Partner (CH)

FLOW CHECK C-29: IF (PSTRSTAT = 1 OR 2) OR (CMLSXWN < CMLSTYR), GO TO FLOW CHECK C-30; ELSE ASK CWPPRGNW CH-1.

(ASKED IF W/CP NOT STERILE AND R HAD SEX WITH HER IN LAST 12 MOS)

CWPPRGNW CH-1. Is your (wife/partner) pregnant with your child now?
   Yes ........1
   No ........5

IF CWPPRGNW CH-1 = 1, GO TO CWPCPWNT CH-4; ELSE, ASK CWPTRYPG CH-2

(ASKED IF R'S W/CP NOT PREGNANT NOW)

CWPTRYPG CH-2. Are you and your (wife/partner) currently trying to get pregnant?
   Yes ........1
   No ........5 (Flow Check C-30)

(ASKED IF R'S W/CP NOT PREGNANT NOW AND THEY'VE BEEN TRYING TO GET PREGNANT)

CWPTRYLG CH-3. How long have you and she been trying to get pregnant?

   ENTER number of months ________________________
   ENTER [0] if less than 1 month.

   UNDERLYING RANGE = 0 TO 240

   GO TO FLOW CHECK C-30

(ASKED IF R'S W/CP IS PREGNANT NOW)

CWPCPWNT CH-4. Please look at Card 58. Right before (CWPNNAME) became pregnant, did you, yourself, want to have a child at some time in the future?

[SHOW CARD 58]

   ENTER [DK] if R insists.

   NOTE: If R says that he already had children, say “Right before she became pregnant, did you, yourself, want to have another child at some time in the future?”

   Definitely yes .................1
   Probably yes ..................2
   Probably no ...................3
   Definitely no ..................4

   IF CWPCPWNT CH-4 = 3 OR 4, GO TO CWPCPHPY CH-6

(ASKED IF R'S W/CP IS PREGNANT NOW AND R DEFINITELY OR PROBABLY WANTED CHILD)

CWPCPSON CH-5. Would you say that the pregnancy came sooner than you wanted, at
about the right time, or later than you wanted?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER [Didn’t care] if R insists.

Too soon ..................1
Right time ..................2
Later ......................3
Didn’t care ................4

{ ASKED IF R’S W/CP IS PREGNANT NOW

CWPCPHPY CH-6. Please look at Card 59. On this scale, a one means that you were very unhappy about this pregnancy, and a ten means that you were very happy about this pregnancy. Tell me which number on the card best describes how you felt when you found out that your (wife/partner) was pregnant this time.

[SHOW CARD 59]

ENTER number from 1 to 10. ________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 10

FLOW CHECK C-30: IF CWPPRGNW CH-1 =1, SET CURRPREG=1.

IF CWPPRGNW CH-1 =1, SET PREGSNOW=PREGSNOW+1.

Other Children from Current Wife/Partner’s Previous Relationships (CI)

CWPOTKID CI-1. Now I would like to ask you about any other children, whether biological, adopted, foster or legally guarded children, that (CWPNNAME) may have had. Please be sure to include all of her children, even if they never lived with you.

When you began living with (CWPNNAME), did she have any other children?

Yes ..........1
No ..........5 (CJ-1 CWPNBEVR)

CWPOKNUM CI-2. How many children did she have?

ENTER number of children ____________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 95

CWPOKAD CI-3. IF CWPOKNUM=1, ASK: Did you legally adopt this child?

IF CWPOKNUM>1, ASK: Did you legally adopt any of these children?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ..........1
No ..........5
FLOW CHECK C-31: IF CWPOKAD CI-3 ≠ 1, GO TO CWPNBKID CJ-1;
ELSE, IF CWPOKAD CI-3 = 1 AND CWPOKNUM CI-2≠1, GO TO FLOW
CHECK C-32;
ELSE ASK CWPOKADN CI-4.

CWPOKADN
CI-4. How many of these children did you legally adopt?

ENTER number of children ______
UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 95

HARD EDIT CHECK CI-4_1: IF CWPOKADN > CWPOKNUM, DISPLAY: The number of adopted
children cannot be more than the number of children
his wife or partner had.

FLOW CHECK C-32: CREATE C_OKAKIDS
SET =0
=1 IF CWPOKAD CI-3 = 1 AND CWPOKNUM CI-2 = 1
= CWPOKADN CI-4 IF CWPOKAD CI-3 = 1 AND CWPOKNUM CI-2
GE 1
IF CWPOKAD CI-3 = 1, ADOPKIDS = ADOPKIDS + C_OKAKIDS

{ ASKED IF R ADOPTED ANY OF HER CHILDREN
CWPOKNAM
CI-5. IF C_OKAKIDS = 1, ASK:
What is the first name or initials of this child?
ELSE IF C_OKAKIDS > 1, ASK:
What is the first name or initials of each of these children?

ENTER name or initials. ________
ALLOW ENTRY OF UP TO 10 CHILDREN

FLOW CHECK C-33: ESTABLISH COUNTER TO ASK QUESTIONS FOR EVERY CHILD (UP TO
10) REPORTED IN CWPOKNAM CI-5

{ ASKED IF R ADOPTED ANY OF HER CHILDREN
CWPOKSEX
CI-6. IF C_OKAKIDS = 1, ASK:
Is this child male or female?
ELSE IF C_OKAKIDS > 1, ASK:
Thinking now of (CWPOKNAM), is this child male or female?

Male ........1
Female .......2

{ ASKED IF R ADOPTED ANY OF HER CHILDREN
CWPOKLIV
CI-7. Please look at Card 60. Where does [CWPOKNAM] usually live now?

[SHOW CARD 60]
[HELP AVAILABLE]

ENTER all that apply

If child lives with R part-time, PROBE: Where else does this child live?
In this household full-time .................1
In this household part-time .................2
Away at school or college ..................3
Living on own ................................4
Living with other relatives .................5
Deceased .....................................6
Someplace else ..............................7

RANGE CHECK: 1, 6 CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER RESPONSES

FLOW CHECK C-34: SET AKIDNAM[X] = CWPOKNAM

SET AKIDSEX[X]
    =1 (MALE) IF CWPOKSEX=1
    =2 (FEMALE) IF CWPOKSEX=2

SET AKIDHH[X]
    =1 IF CWPOKLIV CI-7= 1 OR 2
    =2 IF CWPOKLIV CI-7= 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 7 AND NE 1 OR 2
    =3 IF CWPOKLIV CI-7= 6 OR DK OR RF

IF CWPOKLIV=6, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-35;
ELSE IF CWPOKLIV CI-7=1 OR 2 OR DK, GO TO CWPOKAGE CI-9
ELSE ASK CWPOKFAR CI-8

{ ASKED IF R ADOPTED ANY OF HER CHILDREN AND CHILD NOT DEAD AND DOES NOT
  LIVE WITH R NOW

CWPOKFAR CI-8. About how many miles away from here does (CWPOKNAM) live?

ENTER number of miles ________________
ENTER [0] if less than 1 mile

UNDERLYING RANGE = 0 TO 12,000

{ ASKED IF R ADOPTED ANY OF HER CHILDREN AND CHILD NOT DEAD

CWPOKAGE CI-9. And how old is [CWPOKNAM] now?

ENTER age in years at last birthday. _____________
ENTER [0] if less than 1 year old

UNDERLYING RANGE 0 TO 40

EDIT CHECK CI-9_1: IF CWPOKLIV CI-7=4 AND CWPOKAGE CI-9 <16,
DISPLAY: This child is less than 16 years old
and is living on [his/her] own. Is this right?

EDIT CHECK CI-9_2: IF CWPOKLIV CI-7=3 AND CWPOKAGE CI-9 < 6,
DISPLAY: This child is less than 6 years old and
is living away at school. Is this right?

FLOW CHECK C-35: SET AKIDAGE[X] (AGE OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD)
    = CWPOKAGE CI-9

SET AKIDAGEGP[X] (AGE GROUP OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD)
    = 1 IF CWPOKAGE CI-9 <5
    = 2 IF 5 <= CWPOKAGE CI-9 <=18
    = 3 IF CWPOKAGE CI-9 >18
IF ANOTHER CHILD TO DESCRIBE, RETURN TO FLOW CHECK C-33;
ELSE GO TO CWPNBEVR CJ-1.

Other Non-Biological Children Raised with Current Wife/Partner (CJ)

CWPNBEVR

CJ-1. Besides any children that we may have talked about already, have you and your (wife/partner) ever had any other children live with you under your care and responsibility?

If necessary, SAY: (By this I mean that you or your (wife/partner) served as a formal or informal guardian to the child or that you were chiefly responsible for the child's care.)

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Do not include R's own biological children from a previous relationship, which includes any biological child that he had with a former wife, cohabiting partner, girlfriend, etc.

Yes ...........1
No ...........5 (Flow Check D-1)

EDIT CHECK CJ-1_1: IF CWPNBEVR CJ-1 NE 1 AND ANY RELAR[X] = 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 9 OR 10 AND ADOPKIDS=0, DISPLAY: The respondent reports no other children ever under his care and responsibility, but there is at least one child in the household who might qualify (such as an adopted child, a legal ward, a foster child, a grandchild, or a niece or nephew). Is there a child like this in the household who is under his care and responsibility and whom he has not previously reported?

CWPNBNUM

CJ-2. How many children?

ENTER number of children __________
UNDERLYING RANGE =1 TO 95

{ ASKED IF ANY CHILD/REN UNDER CARE

CWPNBREL

CJ-3. IF CWPNBNUM CJ-2=1, ASK: When this child began living with you, was he or she the child of a relative by blood or by marriage?

ELSE IF CWPNBNUM CJ-2>1, ASK: When the children began living with you, was any of them the child of a relative by blood or by marriage?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

NOTE: If R mentions a biological child from a previous relationship (including a biological child that he had with a former wife, cohabiting partner, girlfriend, etc.), make sure that this child is not the only reason that he answered Yes to CJ-1 CWPNBEVR.

Yes ...........1
No ...........5

FLOW CHECK C-36: IF CWPNBREL CJ-3 NE 1 OR IF (CWPNBREL CJ-3 =1 AND CWPNBNUM
CJ-2 =1), GO TO CWPNBfos CJ-5; ELSE ASK CWPNBrl CJ-4

{ ASKED IF MORE THAN ONE CHILD UNDER CARE AND ANY RELATED BY BLOOD/MARRIAGE
CWPNBRL
CJ-4. How many were children of a relative by blood or by marriage?

ENTER number of children __________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 95

HARD EDIT CHECK CJ-4_1: IF CWPNBRL CJ-4 > CWPNBNUM CJ-2, DISPLAY: The
number of children under his care who were
related is greater than the number of children
ever under his care. Is this right?

{ ASKED IF ANY CHILD/REN UNDER CARE
CWPNBfos
CJ-5. IF CWPNBNUM CJ-2=1, ASK: Was this child a foster or related child
who was placed in your home by a court, child welfare department,
or social service agency?

ELSE IF CWPNBNUM CJ-2>1, ASK: Was any of the children a foster or
related child placed in your home by a court, child welfare
department, or social service agency?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ............1
No ............5

FLOW CHECK C-37: IF CWPNBfos CJ-5 NE 1 OR (CWPNBfos CJ-5 =1 AND CWPNBNUM CJ-
2= 1), GO TO CWPNBAd CJ-7; ELSE ASK CWPNBfs CJ-6

{ ASKED IF MORE THAN ONE CHILD UNDER CARE AND ANY PLACED BY SOCIAL SERVICES
CWPNBFS
CJ-6. How many?

ENTER number of children __________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 95

HARD EDIT CHECK CJ-6_1: IF CWPNBFS CJ-6 > CWPNBNUM CJ-2, DISPLAY: The
number of children placed under his care by
social services is greater than the number of children
ever under his care. Is this right?

{ ASKED IF ANY CHILD/REN UNDER CARE
CWPNBAd
CJ-7. IF CWPNBNUM CJ-2 =1, ASK: Did you legally adopt this child?

ELSE IF CWPNBNUM CJ-2>1, ASK: Did you legally adopt any of the
children under your care and responsibility?

[HELP AVAILABLE]

Yes ............1
No ............5

FLOW CHECK C-38: IF CWPNBAd CJ-7 NE 1, GO TO FLOW CHECK D-1
ELSE IF CWPNBAd CJ-7 = 1 AND CWPNBNUM CJ-2 =1, GO TO FLOW
CHECK C-39;
ELSE ASK CWPNBAdN CJ-8.
ASKED IF MORE THAN ONE CHILD UNDER CARE AND ANY ADOPTED

CWPBNADN

CJ-8. How many children did you legally adopt?

ENTER number of children ___________

UNDERLYING RANGE = 1 TO 95

HARD EDIT CHECK CJ-8_1: IF CWPBNADN CJ-8 > CWPBNNUM CJ-2, DISPLAY: The number of adopted children is greater than the number of children ever under his care. Is this right?

FLOW CHECK C-39: CREATE C_NBAKIDS

SET =0

=1 IF CWPBNAD CJ-7=1 AND CWPBNNUM CJ-2 =1

=CWPBNADN IF CWPBNAD=1 AND CWPBNNUM GE 1

IF CWPBNAD=1, SET ADOPKIDS = ADOPKIDS + C_NBAKIDS

ASKED IF R ADOPTED CHILD UNDER CARE

CWPBNAM

CJ-9. IF C_NBAKIDS = 1, ASK: What is the first name or initials of this child?

IF C_NBAKIDS > 1, ASK:

What is the first name or initials of each of these children?

ENTER name or initials. ___________

ALLOW ENTRY OF UP TO 10 CHILDREN

FLOW CHECK C-40: ESTABLISH COUNTER TO ASK QUESTIONS FOR EVERY CHILD (UP TO 10 CHILDREN) LISTED IN CWPBNAM CJ-8.

ASKED IF R ADOPTED CHILD UNDER CARE

CWPNSEX

CJ-10. IF C_NBAKIDS = 1, ASK if necessary: Is this child male or female?

IF C_NBAKIDS > 1, ASK if necessary:

Thinking now of (CWPBNAM), is this child male or female?

Male ............1
Female ...........2

ASKED IF R ADOPTED CHILD UNDER CARE

CWPNLIV

CJ-11. Please look at Card 60. Where does (CWPBNAM) usually live now?

[SHOW CARD 60]

ENTER all that apply

If child lives with other parent (ie. father), ENTER [5].
If child lives with R part-time, PROBE: Where else does this child live?

In this household full-time .................1
In this household part-time .................2
Away at school or college ....................3
Living on own ..................................4
Living with other relatives .................5
Deceased ....................................6
Someplace else ..............................7

RANGE CHECK: 1,6 CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER RESPONSES

FLOW CHECK C-41: SET AKIDNAM[X] = CWPNBNAME

SET AKIDSEX[X]
   =1 IF CWPNBSEX=1
   =2 IF CWPNBSEX=2

SET AKIDDH[X]
   =1 IF CWPNBLIV CJ-11= 1 OR 2
   =2 IF CWPNBLIV CJ-11= 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 7 AND NE 1 OR 2
   =3 IF CWPOKLIV CJ-11= 6 OR DK/RF

IF CWPNBLIV CJ-11=6, GO TO FLOW CHECK C-42;
ELSE IF CWPNBLIV CJ-11=1 OR 2 OR DK, GO TO CWPNBAGE CJ-13;
ELSE ASK CWPNBFAR CJ-12

{ ASK IF ADOPTED CHILD NOT DECEASED AND NOT IN R'S HH
CWPNBFAR
CJ-12. About how many miles away from here does [CWPNBNAM] live?

ENTER number of miles. __________
ENTER [0] if less than 1 mile

UNDERLYING RANGE = 0 TO 12,000

{ ASKED ABOUT ALL ADOPTED CHILDREN NOT DECEASED
CWPNBAGE
CJ-13. And how old is [CWPOKNAM] now?

ENTER age in years at last birthday. __________
ENTER [0] if less than 1 year old

UNDERLYING RANGE 0 TO 40

EDIT CHECK CJ-13_1: IF CWPNBLIV CJ-11=4 AND CWPNBAGE CJ-13 < 16,
DISPLAY: This child is less than 16 years old
and is living on his/her own. Is this right?

EDIT CHECK CJ-13_2: IF CWPNBLIV CJ-11=3 AND CWPNBAGE CJ-13 < 6,
DISPLAY: This child is less than 6 years old and
is living away at school. Is this right?

FLOW CHECK C-42: SET AKIDAGE[X] (AGE OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD)
   = CWPNBAGE

SET AKIDAGEGP[X] (AGE GROUP OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD)
   = 1 IF CWPNBAGE CJ-13 <5
   = 2 IF 5 <= CWPNBAGE CJ-13 <=18
   = 3 IF CWPNBAGE CJ-13 >18

IF ANOTHER ADOPTED CHILD TO DESCRIBE, RETURN TO FLOW CHECK
C-40. ELSE, GO TO FLOW CHECK D-1.
VARIABLES TO BE PASSED FORWARD FROM THIS SECTION:

**CWPNAME:** NAME OF CURRENT WIFE/COHABITING PARTNER (FC C-1)
**PSTRSTAT:** STERILIZATION/FERTILITY STATUS OF WIFE/COHAB PARTNER (FC C-13)
**CMUNIONC:** CENTURY MONTH CURRENT UNION BEGAN (FC C-4)
**BIOKIDS:** RUNNING COUNT OF ALL BIOLOGICAL KIDS (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**ADOPKIDS:** RUNNING COUNT OF ALL ADOPTED CHILDREN (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**CMCHDOB[X]** CENTURY MONTH OF BIRTH OF EACH BIO CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**BKIDNAM[X]** NAME OF EACH BIO CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**BKIDAGE[X]** AGE OF EACH BIO CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**BKIDAGEGP[X]** AGE GROUP OF EACH BIO CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**BKIDHH[X]** WHETHER EACH BIO CHILD LIVES IN HH OR ELSEWHERE (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**BKIDMAR[X]** WHETHER EACH BIO CHILD BORN IN WEDLOCK OR NOT (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**AKIDNAM[X]** NAME OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**AKIDAGE[X]** AGE OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**AKIDAGEGP[X]** AGE GROUP OF EACH ADOPTED CHILD (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**AKIDHH[X]** WHETHER EACH ADOPTED CHILD LIVES IN HH OR NOT (CREATED IN B, MAYBE UPDATED IN C)
**PARTFATH:** WHETHER R HAD CHILD WITH CURRENT WIFE/COHAB PARTNER (FC C-19)
**CURRREPREG:** WHETHER CURRENT WIFE/COHAB/PARTNER IS PREGNANT (CREATED IN B, UPDATED IN FC C-30)
**PREGSNOW:** NUMBER OF WOMEN PREGNANT WITH R'S CHILD NOW (CREATED IN B, UPDATED IN FC C-30)